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N143DV Flies! 
By Michael Stephan 

On Tuesday May 22, RV-10 N143DV took to the air for 

the first time with builder David Jones at the controls, as 

Vicki Jones the other half of the build team monitored the 

flight.  The first flight lasted a little under twenty minutes 

and was very uneventful. 

Although they now live in Tennessee, David and Vicki 

are still members of Chapter 168, and so we are proud to 

see the Chapter’s first RV-10 take to the sky.  While here 

in Dallas we got several looks at the project, and it was 

far along when they moved to Tennessee.  Mel Asberry 

continued via telephone and internet to be a tech 

counselor for them.  Mel also traveled to there project to 

do the final airworthiness inspection. 

David and Vicki are a great building team.  Rarely, do 

find a husband and wife take equal share in building an 

airplane.  Each has qualities that drove the project to 

completion.  Even with a big move in the middle of the 

project they hung in there and finished the airplane in 

good time.  Now that the RV-10 is flying they should be 

proud.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Continued on Page 3 
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June 5 Chapter Meeting 

The June Chapter meeting 

will be on Tuesday June 

5th. It will be held at 

the Farmers Branch 

Library, located on 

the northwest 

corner of Webb 

Chapel and 

Golfing Green Dr. 

The meeting will 

be held in the 

auditorium and will 

begin at 6:30 p.m. 

and finish by 9:00 p.m. 

This Month the featured 

presentation will by Jason 

Clemens of Zaon Flight Systems, which manufactures a 

leading portable collision avoidance system.  Jason will 

discuss the system and the technology as well as the 

future developments.  Marvin Brott gives more detail on 

Zaon on page 4. 

This is a very interesting topic, since avoiding other 

traffic is a main priority in our local skies.  So, tell your 

friends and make plans to attend the June 5
th

 meeting. 

 

June 9 Chapter Fly-In 

The June fly will on Saturday June 9
th

 to Lancaster  

airport (LNC) for their First Annual Chili Cook Off/Fly-

In.  Although Lancaster airport is not new, this event is. 

The event starts at 11 a.m.  There will be airplanes, 

music, helicopter rides, a salsa contest, door prizes and 

tours of Air Salvage if Dallas. 

This sounds like a very fun event at one of our local 

airports.  So, if the rain doesn’t stop, it is still drivable.  

For more information on the event, contact Tim 

Halcomb, 800/232-1953 or at time@airduncan.com 

 

June 12 Board Meeting 

The BOD meeting will be held on June 12th at the 

Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM.  The 

minutes from the May BOD meeting recorded by david 

Buono are as follows: 

 
In attendance: 

David Buono, David Cheek, Marvin Brott, 

Michael Stephan, Sam Cooper, John Phillips, 

Ann Asberry, Mel Asberry, Don Christianson, 

Bruce Fuller, Jim Quinn, Tom Guyton 

 

Notes: 

• June speaker is Jason Clemens from Zaon Flight 

Systems 

• July meetings are pushed one week.  New dates are 

7/10 for general membership and 7/17 for BOD 

• 7/14 will be the July fly-out with a destination of 

Sulphur Springs.  Be on the ramp at 8:30 for a tour of 

Legend Cub’s facilities and then breakfast 

• June 16 – Young Eagles event at Meacham (8am).  

Contact Jim Quinn for more info 

• Michael gave the financial report 

• Bruce and Mary Ann Fuller will be co-chairs of this 

years Christmas party. 

 

June 23 Picnic/Newsletter Assembly 

This month the Hangar Echoes will be assembled on 

Saturday June 23
rd

 at Shortstop also know as the home of 

Mel and Ann Asberry.  This is the annual Chapter 168 

picnic.  We have done this for the past four years and Mel 

and Ann generously offered to do it again.  Every year we 

get more people flying in, and the past two years have 

included a surprise aircraft.  Be sure and show up this 

year to see if it will be three in-a-row.   

More information on the event can be found in the 

News and Notes section. 
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A Message from the President 
By Mel Asberry 

Last month Dr. Don 

pulled us out of the fire 

with a great program 

when our scheduled 

speaker had to cancel at 

the eleventh hour. 

Thanks, Don! 

This month our 

speaker will be Jason 

Clemens, CEO of Zaon 

Flight Systems, makers 

of the Zaon collision 

avoidance systems. 

Amateur-builts and 

light-sport aircraft are 

keeping me busy. I’ve been averaging about 3 

certifications per week. Speaking of which; Remember 

last month we reported that David & Vicki’s RV-10 went 

to the airport on a dozer trailer behind a big yellow dump 

truck? Since then, Ann & I made the trip to Tennessee 

and after a careful inspection, Dave and Vicki now are 

the proud owners of an airplane instead of a project. 

And to add to the excitement, last night I received a 

phone call from Dave telling me all about the first flight. 

He was on the proverbial “Cloud 9”. And rightly so. 

Congratulations Dave and Vicki for a job well done. 

Your First Flight Plaque is on order. We’ll be expecting 

an article for Hangar Echoes. 

I hope to see most of you in Hondo this weekend for the 

Southwest Regional Fly-In. 

I’ll be doing my forums on both Friday and Saturday. 

At 11:00 each day will be “So You Think You Want To 

Build An Airplane?” and at 3:00 each day I’ll be covering 

“Certification of Amateur-built and Light-Sport Aircraft.” 

Things are coming together for the June 23 picnic at 

ShortStop. I have put in for good weather. We’re trying 

to get most of the rain out of the way before then. 

Recently ran into an old friend over at Propwash 

Airport. Howard Carter was one of our group (North 

Texas Ultralight Pilots Association) back in the early 80s. 

Howard is now flying an early model C-172 and has 

bought a Flight-Star that he is going to register as an 

Experimental Light-Sport.  

See you at the meeting! 

 

N143DV Flies! 

I know this project had some interesting moments, and 

hopefully, we can get David and Vicki to tell us those 

stories in the next issue. 

 

Congratulations, David and Vicki on a beautiful 

airplane and a job well done.  Now you can enjoy the fun 

of flying it.  We hope you come visit, so we can all get a 

good look at the Chapter’s first RV-10 

 

June 16 Young Eagles Event at 

Meacham 
By Michael Stephan 

The Vintage Flying Museum located on Meacham Field 

in Fort Worth is hosting a Young Eagles flying event on 

Saturday, June 16.  This event is the last day of a week-

long summer academy of aviation for teens.  So, the 

Young Eagles will be kids interested in aviation. They are 

expecting around 20 students to take a YE ride. It should 

be a very good group and a fun Saturday morning. 

Jim Quinn, our YE coodinator, has more details if you 

are interested in participating.  He can be reached 

972.788.2593 or jquinn3@gmail.com 

Make plans to join in the fun. 
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June Newsletter Assembly/Picnic Details 
From Ann Asberry 

Mel and Ann Asberry are hosting the Fifth EAA 

Chapter 168 Picnic and newsletter folding, Saturday 

June 23. 

Driving directions to ShortStop Airfield: East on 
highway 380 from McKinney approx. 18 miles to 

Farmersville, or travel north on highway 78 out of 

Garland to highway 380. Turn east. After you pass the 

Dairy Queen on highway 380 it is approx 1.8 miles to 
County Road 653, turn left. This road will "T" into 

County Road 655. Turn right. The house is 0.4 mile on 

the right. Address is 2464 CR 655, phone metro (972) 
784-7544. PLEASE do not park off the side of the 

driveway but go all the way to the hangar and you will be 

directed to parking there.  

This year we will have BBQ for lunch.  It was great last 

year and we are doing it again.  We will have buns, 

condiments, and drinks, but will need others to bring a 

side dish, chips or desert to share. Plan to arrive by 
11a.m. Lunch will be served about noon. 

If you plan to fly in, PLEASE be up on your short field 

techniques and call if you have not previously landed at 
ShortStop, have any questions or if we've had rain within 

the previous three days. Unicom is 122.75, Runway 

17/35, left hand pattern. The field is 1500 ft, packed 
white rock surface with considerable grass encroachment 

on the sides and ends.  Please go ALL THE WAY TO 

THE END, TURN AROUND AND BACKTAXI ON 

THE RUNWAY. The approaches are clear, no power 
lines or trees with a railroad on the south end. Observe 

the railroad east and west to see if a train is approaching. 

Do not land until the train is past the runway. Landing 
RW 17, watch for cars on the road. 

This event is rain or shine as we have plenty of room 

inside for all. 

This is a family affair, so be sure to bring your 
significant other and kids. No pets please. 

 

June 5th Chapter Meeting 
Collision Avoidance Systems by Jason Clemens 
By Marvin Brott 

We will have a very interesting topic for our next 

meeting with Jason Clemens from Zaon Flight Systems, 
the leading portable collision avoidance systems for 

general aviation.  Zaon is located locally in Frisco and 

has been working with Mel Asberry on new equipment.  
Thanks to Mel, he set up this presentation with Jason 

several months ago.  

Jason will be speaking on Portable Collision Avoidance 

Devices... what exists, how they work, where the 
technology is going.  He is CEO and co-founder of Zaon 

Flight Systems, where they have been designing and 

manufacturing collision avoidance systems since 1999, 
with over 7000 units sold. 

As an overall accident cause, mid-airs rate near the 

bottom of the categories and yet they do happen and they 
can ruin your day.  How many of us have had a close 

encounter?   Last summer while coming home from 

Oshkosh, I was at the correct VFR altitude over Arkansas 

in the middle of no-where when a Cessna, who was also 
at the right altitude, passed in front and just under me.  It 

certainly made me think about the threat of mid-air 

collisions.  

One of the greatest safety advances for commercial 

airliners has been the 

collision avoidance 

systems, which they have 
enjoyed for decades.  The 

obvious benefit to these 

systems is to enable pilots 
to see who else is flying 

in their airspace and take 

appropriate evasive actions.  Once again, we in private 
aviation can now take advantages of advance electronics 

for safety by adding an affordable and portable collision 

avoidance system to our airplane.  Zaon Flight Systems is 

the leader for these systems.  
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Some Planes Don't Like It Hot 
By K. Truemper 

August, 2006. Just before sunrise, we have taken off 

from the Bullhead City, AZ, airport and are climbing 
through 1,500 ft AGL. The outside air temperature 

(OAT) has risen from 92 deg F at the airport to an 

incredible 100 deg F. Both oil and coolant temperatures 
have moved above the green arcs and are still increasing. 

We are in untested performance territory of our Zenith 

601 HDS, N314LB. Yet, we must continue to climb if we 

are to get out of the Colorado valley. How on earth did 
we get into such a predicament? 

My friend Arie and I have flown northwest from Dallas 

to Grants, NM. The next day, we continue to Bullhead 
City via Flagstaff, AZ. We get a clue that the summer 

weather is not normal during the 200 nm leg from 

Flagstaff to Bullhead City. We must reset the altimeter 

three times, for a total increase of 2 inches. The change is 
caused by a huge high pressure system centered in 

Arizona. As we descend into the Colorado valley for 

Bullhead City, the OAT climbs. We have seen this on 
previous trips. But now it goes up past anything we have 

encountered before. By the time we land, the gauge 

shows 115 deg F. I do not think about the implications, 
and we refill the tanks right to the filler necks. 

Arie has spent some time in the Sinai Desert, courtesy 

of the Israeli Army. But as we walk from our hotel across 

the parking lot to the Flamingo for their outstanding 
buffet, he says that he has never felt that hot in the Sinai. 

It turns out that it is 125 deg F. I am beginning to worry 

about the next day's departure. During the night, I cannot 
get much sleep and work out a detailed plan for the 

takeoff. Too bad that the tanks are full. We could take off 

with 50 lbs less fuel and still make it to Cedar City, UT, 
our next stop. But there is nothing to be done about that 

now. 

The main idea is to get to the airport at 5 am, take off as 

soon as the FBO opens, and then climb out while staying 

near the airport. Optimal cooling during climb-out with 
gross weight occurs at 70 kts and 4,700 rpm. This is 

cruise power output and results in an anemic climb of 50-

100 fpm. In all our travels, that speed and power setting 

got us out of the hottest places. If, to the contrary, oil or 
coolant temperature becomes too high, we will pull 

power, land again, and go to plan B yet to be devised. 

During daytime, Bullhead City is a controlled airport. 
The tower operation starts at 8 am. For the planned 6 am 

takeoff, the airport will be uncontrolled, and climbing 

near the airport and a potential return will be 
ncomplicated. 

Luck has it that an FBO employee shows up early at 

5:30 am. We plead our case. Kindly, he opens the gate for 

us. We preflight, start the engine, taxi out, run up, and 
take off on runway 36. As we turn left over the Colorado 

river and head south, passing over the hotels and casinos, 

the OAT climbs to 95 deg F. We saw that temperature on 
another trip in California's Central Valley and climbed 

out easily. So there is no need to worry. 

A minute later, I look again at the OAT gauge. To my 

amazement, the OAT has increased to 96 deg F. Then the 
OAT moves up even higher: 97, 98, 99, 100 deg F, 

reached at 1,900 ft MSL. This translates to 1,200 ft AGL 

and 4,500 ft pressure altitude. Regardless, we must 
continue the climb to at least 2,000 ft AGL, so that we 

can legally fly over the Davis Dam and proceed north 

across the recreational area of the Colorado river toward 
the Hoover Dam. 

I say "This is #%&* !" The outburst surprises Arie, who 

has monitored the engine gauges but not the OAT. I point 

to the OAT gauge, and he realizes that things are not 
normal. I ask him to watch the oil and coolant 

temperatures continuously and give me readouts as the 

numbers change. In turn, I hold the airspeed precisely at 
70 kts and try to get extra lift from the slight wind 

moving up the sloping terrain. 
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It feels very hot in the cabin. Of course, the air vents! 
They are open and blast us with the 100 deg F air. We 

close the vents to stay cooler. This, too, is a first: closing 

the air vents to stay cool! 

The green arc of the oil temperature gauge ends at 230 
deg F, in agreement with the Rotax manual. But Rotax 

allows oil temperatures up to 285 deg F for a short time. 

Since I do not know how long we will be forced to fly in 
the hot air, I reduce that limit to 250 deg F to be on the 

safe side. The green arc of the coolant temperature ends 

at 220 deg F. This was my decision when I marked the 
gauge. In almost 1,000 hrs of flying, I have seen at most 

215 deg F. A 50/50 coolant with 12 lbs pressure cap boils 

somewhere between 240 and 250 deg F at sea level. The 

value declines slowly with altitude. To be safe, the 
checklist defines a limit of 230 deg F. So these are the 

critical values: 250 deg F oil and 230 deg F coolant. If we 

go beyond, we must break off the climb attempt and 
return to the airport. 

Arie reads out slowly rising oil and coolant 

temperatures. They are marching steadily toward the 

limits, even though we are climbing at less than 100 fpm. 
A few miles south of the airport, I begin to fly wide 

circles. The temperatures keep going up, then finally 

stabilize exactly at the limits of 250 deg F oil and 230 deg 
F coolant. All the while, the OAT stays at 100 deg F. 

Reaching 1,900 ft AGL, we turn north and cross the 

Davis Dam above 2,000 ft AGL as required. As we reach 
2,500 ft AGL, the OAT drops to 99 deg F. Never before 

have I liked that temperature that much. Even better, after 

a while we see 98 deg F. Ever so slowly, we get further 

OAT decreases as we gain altitude. 

Crossing the Hoover Dam at our low altitude is not 

smart after 9/11. We climb out of the valley onto the 

plateau on the east side of the river and swing around the 
Hoover Dam in a wide arc. By that time, the OAT is 95 

deg F, and the oil and coolant temperatures are at the top 

end of the green arcs. As the OAT drops further, we add 
power while keeping both oil and coolant temperatures in 

the green. We climb steadily into the glorious morning, 

enjoying the view of Lake Mead and its surrounding 

almost black, volcanic mountains. 

What have I learned? (1) Even after 1,000 hrs of flying 

a plane, new situations may come up that go beyond the 

established performance envelope. (2) For N314LB, 100 
deg F is the maximum OAT for climbing out at gross 

weight. (3) I must plan partial fueling if climb 

performance is in question due to air temperature, 

altitude, and payload. 

What did I do right? Planning carefully once I 
recognized the fix we were in. Setting decision limits for 

breaking off the attempt. And selecting a safe alternative. 

The departure from Bullhead City was the most exciting 

part of the trip. In terms of wonder and fun, the flight one 
day later over the Salt Lake City class B space just west 

of the mountains ranks highest. 

On the trip we encounter another problem while taxiing 
for takeoff at the Idaho Falls airport: The rudder/brake 

pedals assembly fails, making it impossible to turn left or 

to brake. I skip details and mention only that any pilot 
may want to plan and practice action for failing nose 

wheel steering and/or brakes. Such planning may avoid 

bending of metal. We have that fortunate outcome. After 

rewelding of the pedal assembly that includes 
reinforcement with triangular brackets, we leave Idaho 

Falls for a pleasant trip back home via Salt Lake City, 

UT, Evanston and Cheyenne, WY, and Goodland, KS. I 
particular recommend Evanston and Goodland for 

overnight stays. The friendly FBOs provide low-cost 

hangar space for the plane as well as a courtesy car for 

the trip to the motel. 
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AIRPLANES (YEA) AND TAXES (UGH) IN TEXAS 
By John Phillips 

A couple weeks ago a new thread started in the forums 
on Doug Reeves’ Van’s Air Force website, concerning  

taxes on airplanes.  Apparently the Texas State 

Comptroller’s office is beginning a more concerted effort 

to collect revenue due on “sales and use” taxes. There 
was the usual (and understandable) ranting about taxes on 

the thread, but it also seemed that there was a lot of 

misunderstanding and lack of knowledge about the taxes 
involved. Airplanes are pretty big ticket items, and a 

couple percent tax can mean having to send a pretty good 

sized check to Austin, so I thought this might be a timely 

article.  

[Many of you know I’m a lawyer, but I’m not a sales 

tax lawyer nor an aviation lawyer. This is what the law 

looks like to me, but this is not legal advice to you and 

you cannot rely on it!!] 

Let’s start at the top and work our way down. The taxes 

we’re going to look at are the “sales and use” taxes and 
ad valorem taxes. [I will spare you a lot of the specific 

citations to the various tax code sections, but if you’re 

interested I’d suggest you start at the State Comptroller’s 

website and look at “Texas Taxes” - 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxes/.] 

First off, “§151.051. SALES TAX IMPOSED.  (a) A 

tax is imposed on each sale of a taxable item in this state.  
(b)  The sales tax rate is 6-1/4 percent of the sales price of 

the taxable item sold.” [Cities can add up to an additional 

2 percent sales tax, so if you shop in Dallas, for example, 
the total sales tax rate will be 8.25%].  

A “taxable item” includes "tangible personal property" 

and that in turn is defined as meaning personal property 

[virtually everything except land] that can be seen, 
weighed, measured, felt, or touched or that is perceptible 

to the senses in any other manner. Airplanes, airplane 

parts and airplane kits all  fit into those definitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But wait, you say, I bought my airplane, part or kit in 
Oregon, not in Texas. I shouldn’t have to pay Texas 

“sales” tax. And so far you’re correct. That’s where the 

“use” tax comes in. “§151.101. USE TAX IMPOSED.  

(a) A tax is imposed on the storage, use, or other 
consumption in this state of a taxable item purchased 

from a retailer for storage, use, or other consumption in 

this state.  (b)  The tax is at the same percentage rate as is 
provided by Section 151.051 of this code on the sales 

price of the taxable item.” 

So, the big picture at this point is - if you buy stuff in 
Texas you pay “sales” tax - if you buy stuff outside Texas 

but store it, use it or consume it in Texas you pay “use” 

tax.  

But wait, you say again, I was on a driving trip and 
bought the stuff at a store in Oregon and paid sales tax to 

Oregon. Do I have to pay “use” tax when I come back to 

Texas with my new stuff. No, there are a number of 
exemptions and one is for stuff on which you paid sales 

tax to another state [provided the rates are the same and 

the other state has reciprocity with Texas][actually it’s 

not an exemption, actually it’s a credit against the Texas 
tax for the amount of the tax you paid in the other state, 

but that’s more than we need to worry about right now].  

OK, you say, but aren’t there any other exemptions that 
I might be able to squeeze into?? Maybe, but probably 

not. There are some exemptions that apply to airplanes, 

but they’re pretty narrow. “§151.328. AIRCRAFT.  (a) 
Aircraft are exempted from the taxes imposed by this 

chapter if:  (1)  sold to a person using the aircraft as a 

certificated or licensed carrier of persons or property; (2)  

sold to a person who: (A)  has a sales tax permit issued 
under this chapter;  and   (B)  uses the aircraft for the 

purpose of  providing flight instruction that is: (i) 

recognized by the Federal Aviation Administration;  (ii)  
under the direct or general supervision of a flight 

instructor certified by the Federal Aviation 

Administration;  and (iii)  designed to lead to a pilot  
certificate or rating issued by the Federal Aviation 
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Administration or otherwise required by a rule or 
regulation of the Federal Aviation Administration; (3)  

sold to a foreign government;  or  (4)  sold to a person for 

use and registration in another state or nation before any 

use in this state other than flight training in the aircraft 
and the transportation of the aircraft out of this state.”   

Humph, you say, aren’t there any other exemptions that 

might apply. Yes, there’s one and it’s very narrow, but if 
you bought stuff from an individual it might save you the 

tax. “§151.304. OCCASIONAL SALES.  (a) An 

occasional sale of a  taxable item and the storage, use, or 
consumption of a taxable item  the sale or transfer of 

which to a consumer is made by an occasional  

sale are exempted from the taxes imposed by this 

chapter.  (b)  In this section, "occasional sale" 
means: (1)  one or two sales of taxable items, other than 

an  amusement service, at retail during a 12-month period 

by a person  who does not habitually engage, or hold 
himself out as engaging, in  the business of selling 

taxable items at retail; [ a big chunk of non-relevant text 

omitted here.] (f)  Subsection (b)(1) of this section does 

not apply to a  sale made by a person who holds a permit 
issued pursuant to the  provisions of this chapter. (g)  A 

person who holds a permit issued under this chapter  and 

makes a purchase from a person entitled to claim the 
exemption  provided by Subsection (b)(1) of this section 

shall accrue use tax on the transaction and remit it to the 

comptroller.” [Notice however the very last provision - if 
the purchaser has a sales tax permit, then the purchaser is 

subject  to paying “use” tax even though the item being 

purchased may be something personal that will not be 

used in the purchaser’s business].  One of the respondents 
on the Van’s Air Force thread  pointed out that he had 

bought his plane from the builder’s widow - and she had 

given him a signed statement that it was an “occasional 
sale” as defined above - she did not have a sales tax 

permit and she did not habitually engage in the business 

of selling taxable items and she had sold no more than 
two taxable items during the  twelve-month period. [NB - 

the occasional sale exemption does not apply to cars and 

trucks - you still have to pay the tax when it’s registered]. 

Well, you say, where does all that leave us. So far - if 

you buy the plane, parts or kit in Texas from a retailer 

you will have paid the sales tax at time of purchase. If 

you buy out of state and have not paid sales tax in the 
state of purchase then you have to pay “use” tax to Texas. 

There is a specific  exemption for certain aircraft sales 

but it most likely will not apply [‘cause you’re not an 
airline and/or you’re not using your plane exclusively for 

FAA approved flight instruction]. There is also the 

narrow exemption for purchase from a non-retailer who 
has not made more than 2 sales in the year who sells to 

someone who does not have a sales tax permit. 

This is probably a good place to point out that we’ve 

been thinking out how these taxes apply to airplanes, 
parts and kits, but these taxes apply to virtually 

everything. If we buy our underwear on the internet and 

don’t pay sales tax, then Texas law charges us with 
paying “use” tax on our boxers!! 

Say, you say, that raises another question. How do I 

report all this stuff I’ve been buying tax-free on the 

internet and when do I pay the “use” tax?? Assuming you 
don’t have a Texas sales tax permit, then the 

Comptroller’s Office has prepared Form 01-156 - Texas 

Occasional Use Tax Return for you to use, and you can 
download it at the Comptroller’s website. According to 

the form it’s due not later than the 20th day of the month 

after the stuff is brought into Texas. Wow, you say, if I 
buy underwear on the internet this month and socks next 

month and aluminum bits and pieces the month after that, 

do I need to file Form 01-156 every month?? Short 

answer - Yes. Long answer - Maybe. There is provision 
for filing annually if the amount of tax due is less than 

$1,000 and the Comptroller has authorized you to pay 

annually, and there is provision for filing quarterly if the 
amount of tax dues is less than $1,500 each quarter.  

There is no “de minimis” exception in the statutes for 

small amounts - so even if all I buy is a couple new pair 
of socks I’m still responsible for filing the Form 01-156 
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and paying the tax!! 

Wow, you say again. I’ve never filed Form 01-156 and 

never paid any “use” tax, and I’ve been buying stuff “tax-

free” on the internet since Al Gore invented it. What’s 

gonna happen to me!!?? Short answer - ???. Long answer 
- ??????. The practical reality would seem to be that for 

most people who buy “regular” stuff “tax-free” on the 

internet, nothing’s going to happen because there 
probably is no practical way to monitor and track internet 

shopping. Of course, it could be done, and some day it 

may be done, but right now it seems highly unlikely that 
casual shoppers are ever going to be bothered by it. 

Nonetheless, “if sales tax returns have not been filed, the 

statute of limitations does not apply and the comptroller 

may assess and collect taxes, penalties, and interest at any 
time”.  

Now, let’s complete the circle on “sales and use” taxes 

and airplanes. If we buy in Texas and pay sales tax - OK. 
If we buy out of state and pay sales tax out of state - OK. 

If we buy out of state and don’t pay sales tax - then we 

owe Texas “use” tax. If we’re an airline or use the plane 

exclusively for FAA approved flight training, we 
probably qualify for a tax exemption. If we don’t have a 

sales tax permit and we buy from person who doesn’t 

have a sales tax permit who has not made more than 2 
sales in a year, we probably qualify for the “occasional 

sale” tax exemption. If we don’t have a sales tax permit 

and if we owe Texas “use” tax we should file Form 01-

156  - generally by the 20th day of the month after we 

bring the airplane, parts or kit [or underwear] into Texas. 

If we don’t file the Form 01-156 for our underwear 

purchase, the statute of limitations does not apply, but  
probably no one will ever bother us. If we don’t file the 

Form 01-156 for our airplane, parts or kit purchase, the 

statute of limitations does not apply - BUT as we said at 
the top, airplanes are pretty big ticket items  and they’re 

really easy to track down!! and at least a couple local 

airplane owners have already been contacted by the 
Comptroller’s Office concerning “sales and use” tax on 

their airplanes.  

BOTTOM  LINE - the wise, practical reality for 

people buying airplanes, airplane kits and airplane parts, 
is to keep careful records, regardless of tax issues, and to 

file the Form 01-156 and pay “use” tax if it’s due. Failure 

to do so could result in having to pay tax PLUS penalties 
PLUS interest when the Comptroller catches up with you. 

If you’re now convinced you need to do something, this 

may be a really good time to take action - as a special 

incentive, from June 15 to August 15, 2007, the 
Comptroller’s Office is offering a “taxpayer amnesty 

program” and waiving interest and penalties on past due 

reports and delinquent taxes [for all kinds of taxes]. See 
Project Fresh Start for more details at: 

 “http://freshstart.texas.gov/index.html”. 

Whew, you say, is that all??  No - we should also look 

quickly at ad valorem or property taxes and if they might 
impact your airplane (and your wallet). As you might 

have already guessed, “all real and tangible personal 

property that this state has jurisdiction to tax is taxable 
unless exempt by law”.  For most of us, the only property 

affected by property taxes is real estate. For those of us 

who own a business, there is also property tax on all the 
personal property used in our business - whether that 

might be computers and desks, or earth-movers and 

harvesters. Generally there is an exemption from taxation 

for all tangible personal property that is not held or used 
for production of income [but, there is provision in the 

law for taxation of otherwise exempt personal property 

and as of 2004 there were 13 counties, 20 cities, 36 
school districts and 22 special districts that did in fact tax  

non-income-producing property, including private autos, 

boats and airplanes - you can find the list at  

“http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/proptax/personal
prop/index.html”]. So, bottom line here is that generally 

an airplane not used in business will be exempt from 

property tax. [I will add a footnote to this statement - last 
year the Dallas Central Appraisal District visited local 

airports and sent rendition statements to owners of 

aircraft they found. If you receive such a rendition 
statement for your personal, non-business aircraft, it 

might be wise to clearly mark on the form that it is not 

used in business and to return it. Failure to answer such a 

mailing might result in the Appraisal District  assuming 
the aircraft is used in business, valuing it and assessing 

taxes against it].  

All in all I’d rather live in the USA and have something 
to pay taxes on, than to live someplace else and have 

nothing to pay taxes on. And that’s all I have to say about 

that!! 

P.S. - in case you missed it up above - this is not legal 

advice to you and you cannot rely on it!! 
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Upcoming Events 
Local Events 

June 2,- Mid-Way Regional Airport Annual Pancake 
Breakfast Fly-In - http://www.mid-wayregional.com, 

Mid-Way Regional Airport (JWY), 8:00 - 11:00 am. 

Breakfast Tickets $5.00, children under 8 free with each 
paying adult. Classic Airplanes and Fighters, Remote 

Control Model Flyers, The Classic Swing Band, 

Midlothian Classic Wheels and other attractions. Contact: 
Tammy 972-923-0080, tbowen@mid-wayregional.com  

Jun 8-10   45th Annual Fly-In Texas Chapter - 

Antique Airplane Association Gainesville Muni Airport 

Gainesville, Texas  Agenda: Cookout Friday nite 
w/happy hour; banquet Saturday nite w/happy hour; 

awards ceremony; door prizes, etc. 

FFI: Kip Yearwood, 940/458-3556 
E-mail: knyear@hotmail.com 

June 16 – Young Eagles Event at Meacham (KFTW). 

Part of the Aviation Career Education Academies for 

Teens (ACE) program.  We will fly in the morning.  Call 
Jim Quinn for more details at 972.788.2593 or 

jquinn3@gmail.com 

June 16 - KTYR Tyler Pounds Regional Airport Tyler,  
Tyler Pounds Field Fly In/ Drive In Breakfast 

8:00 AM - 11:00 AM 

Serving Breakfast 8am to 11am every 3rd Saturday every 
month. Email for info, please put subject as CAP 

Breakfast. 

June 23 – McKinney, The 9th Annual Poker Run - 

http://www.eaa1246.org, Collin County Regional Airport 
(KTKI), The 9th Annual Poker Run hosted by EAA 

Chapter 1246: Come join us for a day of Food, Fun and 

Flying! TKI. Prizes for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and worst hands. 
Hamburger/Hot-Dog cookout to follow the Poker Run. 

Registration from 9:00-9:30am at the Cutter Aviation 

lobby @ TKI. Rain or shine! Contact: James Redmon, 
VicePres@eaa1246.org 

Jun 30   Bell County CAP Squadron Gourmet 

Pancake Breakfast 

Draughon Miller Central Texas Regional Airport 
Temple, Texas  AGENDA: Hemispheric Famous Banana 

Pecan Pancakes!! 

SITE: KTPL GA Terminal 
TIME: 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 

SAFETY CLASS: 11:00 a.m. 

NOTE: Fly-In fuel discount 

FFI: Lt. Col. R.K. Brown, 254/718-4910 
E-mail: ltcrkbrown@hotmail.rr.com 

 

National Events 

June 1-2  Annual Southwest EAA Regional Fly-In 

(SWRFI) Hondo Municipal Airport 
Hondo, Texas  FFI: 830/997-8802 

Website: www.swrfi.org 

July 23-29   EAA Airventure  Oshkosh, WI (OSH) 
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Hangar Space at Aero Country available for short-wing, 

short-fuselage plane such as RV. 

Call K. Truemper eve (972) 596-8445.  

Rapco engine driven vacuum pump RA215CC with fittings.  

$80 (Aircraft Spruce price $320).Suction gauge 1” unused.  $40. 

(Spruce price $78).  Mechanical tachometer 0-3500 rpm marked 

for Lycoming O320.  $15. Beechcraft electric fuel pump $20.  

ADF indicator IN521 B. $15.  L brackets (cast/machined) for 

aligning RV empennage.  12 for $10.   

George Kilishek 972-250-2906.  s_kilishek@yahoo.com. 

Rotax 503 SC with type B gear box and Rotax electric start kit 

installed.  25 hrs since major overhaul at 325 total hours ( 

Manufacturer recommends major overhaul at this time).  The 

engine was running great before overhaul and is running great 

now.  $4000, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-265-0834. 

Garmin 190 GPS COM handheld radio.  Still works great, data 

base was updated 4 years ago.  Package includes charger, owner's 

manual, and headset and push-to-talk interface.  $700, call Jerry 

Mrazek at 817-265-0834. 

Long EZ plans and materials for sale. Steve Smith, a local 

homebuilder, passed away and his wife Nancy is selling his Long 

EZ project and plans, plans for the Mini IMP, and plans for a 1/2 
scale F4U Corsair replica. Please see www.coolairplane.com for 

details. 

Six Pack Flight Instruments with 230 TT   Horizon Sigma 

Tek 5000, DG Sigma Tek 4000, Vac System (pump, reg, 

filter), AirSpeed IF UMA 16 310 261D marked for RV-8, 

Altimeter IF BG-3B, VSI, T&B.   Total cost new was $2683.  

Asking $1500 (45% off new).  Marvin Brott  214 726 9117  

or pmbrott@sbcglobal.net 

1971 Bellanca 7ACA.  Original 2 cylinder Franklin. Great 

little airplane, but hasn't  flown in a long time and is not 

airworthy.  $13.9K.  Darwin Frerking 972-270-8393 or 

drfrerking@sbcglobal.net. 

Hangar Space Available at Aero Country Airport (T31)   I 

have hanger space available in a large, insulated brand-new 

hanger. Located in an ideal position on the field mid-runway. 

Hanger is ultra-clean, has bathroom, compressor, electric 

door, epoxy painted floor and more. RV friendly, share space 

with an RV-8A and a RV-10 nearing completion. $200 per 

month for an RV sized ship. Please contact me for additional 

details.  Dave Dalski 214-641-8821 

Hanger Space Half of a 60 foot hangar at TKI for $287.50 

per month.  Room for a high wing or short low wing aircraft 

with lots of space for storage and work area as well.  Call 

Walt Lammert at 214 642 4522 
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, 
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience 

accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to 
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includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there. 
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